[Cardiopathy in infectious diseases: clinical and pathogenetic aspects of diagnosis].
The disease of cardiovascular system is one of the causes of invalidity and unfavorable outcomes. Together with such common diseases as rheumatism, hypertension, atherosclerosis that cause the development of cardiovascular insufficiency there are many other diseases including the infectious one that have rather unfavorable influence on the myocardium and vascular system. The disorders in cardiovascular functions at acute infectious diseases are noted frequently (80%) and closely connected with total pathogenesis of the disease. They influence the clinical course and outcomes of infectious process. Follow-up of the infectious patients and conduction of rational and especially intensive therapy require the wide functional control of cardiovascular state at different stages of the disease. The work shows our great experience in development of the problem of clinical-and-electrocardiographic investigations in infectious patients. The critical analysis of the problem condition today according to the literature data is presented. The material is based on the investigation of about 25 thousand patients treated in the clinic of infectious diseases of the Military Medical Academy for the last 30 years.